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 Marx on Human Emancipation

 BENTLEY LE BARON Brock University

 A crucial problem for all revolutionaries, Marxist and non-Marxist, is to know
 how to prevent the exigencies of struggle from corrupting that for which they
 struggle: namely freedom, community, "human emancipation."

 I assume that the concept of revolution, as it has been developed in thought
 and practice since 1776 and 1789, does imply effort towards human emancipa-
 tion. That is, I assume that the concept implies far-reaching social change, rather
 than just another (unusually rough) round of musical chairs at the top of the
 political pile. Revolution, in other words, is to be sharply distinguished from
 coups, palace revolts, and other forms of political change which, often as not,
 change nothing. It is also to be distinguished from counter-revolution, which
 serves to reverse the gains of freedom and equality. These distinctions might
 seem so obvious as to be hardly worth making, were it not that contemporary
 academic discussions of "revolution" typically use the term as a catch-all for any
 more or less sudden change of r6gime or government, provided it is violent
 and/or extra-constitutional.1 So completely has preoccupation with violence and
 illegality dominated our discussions in recent years that there came to be, during
 the 1960s, a considerable vogue for replacement of the term "revolution" with
 the term "internal war," a usage which effectively de-rails the crucial question
 of what the revolution is about.

 As against these contemporary and greatly impoverished discussions - con-
 cerned primarily with the form of change and hardly at all with its content - a
 re-reading of Marx comes as something of a restorative of richness, complexity,
 and "human" substance. Marx means by revolution a thorough-going change in
 modes of production, together with a thorough-going change of men: their ideas
 and relationships, their habits and pleasures, their institutions. In his work,
 revolution is defined not in terms of violence, nor of illegality, but primarily in
 terms of the direction and content of change. I do not imply that analysis of
 violence and illegality is neglected, but only that they are not allowed to present
 themselves as the essence of the revolutionary endeavour.

 Similarly, Hannah Arendt, in her recent study of revolutions, reminds us that
 change is revolutionary only in so far as it serves to create something new - a

 'See, for example, Peter Calvert, Revolution (London, 1970), p. 15 and passim; James C.
 Davies, "Toward a Theory of Revolution," American Sociological Review, xxvIn, no 1
 (Feb. 1962), p. 6 n 3, and passim; Harry Eckstein, ed., Internal War (New York, 1964),
 p. 1 and passim; Chalmers Johnson, Revolutionary Change (Boston, 1966), pp. 1, 7, 11, 12,
 and passim; Carl Leiden and Karl M. Schmitt, The Politics of Violence: Revolution in the
 Modern World (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1968), chap. 1; Lawrence Stone, "Theories of
 Revolution," World Politics, xvmn (1966), p. 159 ff.

 Canadian Journal of Political Science/Revue canadienne de science politique, Iv, no 4
 (December/decembre 1971). Printed in Canada/Imprim6 au Canada.
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 560 BENTLEY LE BARON

 beginning - and that the significant new beginnings which we call revolutions in
 fact have been pointed towards greater freedom, greater equality, greater material
 and spiritual well-being not for the few but for the many.2
 Let me summarize these introductory remarks about the concept of revolution
 by suggesting that those theorists who dwell entirely on "internal war," and on
 analyses of forcible, violent, or illegal seizures of power, are effectively stymied
 at just that point. Unlike Arendt, and Marx, they lack conceptual tools to get on
 with examination of the social transformations, the momentous changes in human
 conditions and consciousness, which constitute the real stuff of revolution.

 In this paper I shall look at the transformation or praxis which Marx called,
 among other things, "human emancipation," showing how this transformation is
 central to his concept of revolution. What follows does not purport to be a
 complete summary of Marx on revolution: it is a reminder of a particular aspect
 of his thought which is too often and too easily neglected, both by contemporary
 social scientists and by makers of revolutions.
 To begin, let us recall what is meant by the term "praxis." It is well known
 that this concept finds no footing where head work is divorced from hand work,
 or vice versa. What is perhaps not as fully appreciated, and deserves some
 attention here, is that praxis is also a transcending of the all too common dis-
 junction between goals and methods. By defining revolution in terms of violence
 and illegality - means divorced from ends - contemporary theorists of revolution
 tend to solidify and perpetuate this disjunction.3 Over-fascination with vanguard
 parties and seizures of power - whether on the part of Bolsheviks or of be-
 haviouralists - has a similar tendency. Thus, the revolution is itself split in two,
 and division of labour works its poison once again. "Now our task is to create an
 instrument for seizing power; later our task, or that of another generation, will
 be to create a new society, to become new men. Violent methods now; gentle
 goals bye and bye." From the standpoint of Marx's own thinking this way of
 proceeding is profoundly wrong, for it perpetuates a disjunction which functions
 to maintain bondage, albeit perhaps in a new form. It perpetuates social activity
 which is un-whole and therefore un-free.

 For Marx the making of revolution cannot be separated from that which is
 made, namely "communism," or emancipation, or freedom. Revolution is not
 merely a struggle now for emancipation after the battle; it is, at the same time, a
 beginning to be emancipated here, now. It is beginning to think differently, act
 differently, live differently, here, now. It is the activity of appropriating our world

 20n Revolution (New York, 1965), chaps. 1 and 2, and passim. See also Herbert Marcuse,
 "Ethics and Revolution," Ethics and Society, ed. R. T. DeGeorge (New York, 1966).
 Marcuse assumes what I am arguing: that revolution must aim at "altering the social as
 well as the political structure" (p. 134). Like Arendt, he holds that the function of
 revolutions in history has been "demonstrable enlargement of the range of human freedom"
 (p. 143).

 There are, of course, other exceptions to my generalization about the impoverishment of
 contemporary academic discussions of revolution. For example, see the excellent article
 by Eugene Kamenka, "The Concept of a Political Revolution," Revolution, ed. Carl J.
 Friedrich (New York, 1966), reprinted in Struggles in the State, ed. George A. Kelly and
 Clifford W. Brown, Jr. (New York, 1970).
 3An exception to this is Marcuse, who clearly sees that the relation between means and
 ends must be "dialectical." "The end must be operative in the repressive means for attaining
 the end." Ibid., p. 147.
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 De la lib6ration de l'Homme chez Marx

 C'est une erreur frdquente, chez les thdoriciens de la rdvolution, que d'en parler comme
 d'un simple probleme de prise du pouvoir ou de changement dans les gouvernants, les
 rdgimes ou les institutions, sans dgard aux multiples transformations de l'Homme et de
 la Socidtd et qui en sont les aspects fondamentaux. De ce travers, meme les auteurs
 marxistes se rendent souvent coupables, considerant les questions de pouvoir inddpen-
 damment des phinomenes de transformation et divorgant les mithodes employees des
 objectifs vises.

 Marx, c'est a remarquer, ne s'est pas interessi aux < rdvolutions > qui font valser les
 casquettes en haut lieu sans modifier le style de vie des gens. Pour lui, les buts doivent
 etre immanents aux meithodes et les rdvolutions ne peuvent tre faites que par des
 hommes qui ont ddja commenced tre libres, a etre pleinement humains. On ne peut
 admettre comme programme d'action le mot d'ordre : < Ecrasons d'abord l'ennemi ;
 apres nous verrons t etre des hommes nouveaux >>. Cette fagon de voir, Marx pense
 qu'elle perpdtue les schemes de l'oppression, sous de nouvelles etiquettes.

 La rdvolution de type marxiste est donc profondement paradoxale. D'une part, elle
 voit bien que les intcre~ts acquis ne sont pas suffisamment touches par le discours et
 l'exemple au point d'abandonner d'eux-me^mes certains modes d'oppressions eminem-
 ment profitables (et flagrants meme au Canada) ; d'autre part, elle reconnalt que les
 formes de lutte qui mettent l'accent sur la violence, l'antagonisme et la division de
 l'univers politique en < nous >> versus < eux >>, sont terriblement dishumanisantes,
 destructrices de la collectivite" comme du sens communautaire qu'elles veulent crier et
 tellement deivastatrices a l'igard de la sensibilite du rdvolutionnaire lui-mnme qu'il ne
 petit tre cet Homme-nouveau pour l'avenement duquel il combat.

 La question est done de trouver la formule revolutionnaire par laquelle il nous sera
 possible de commencer a vivre plus richement, plus crdativement, tout en rdalisant
 l'dmancipation de la collectivite : trouver comment retirer le pouvoir aux priviligids qui
 s'y agrippent, tout en rendant le peuple (c'est-ai-dire tout le monde) capable de s'en
 servir d'une maniere nouvelle.

 in a distinctively human way, which is to say sensuously, socially, and in a rich
 all-sided manner. To put it crudely, revolution is not merely, or even primarily,
 a matter of eliminating our oppressors, the evil bourgeoisie, after which the
 millennium.

 Revolution implies class struggle, class struggle implies guns and blood, and
 these effectively command our attention; hence the tendency (for both activists
 and academics) to concentrate almost exclusively on the violent, dramatic aspects
 of the struggle, to the detriment of other aspects. But revolutionaries should
 beware of categorizing class struggle too narrowly as violent confrontation be-
 tween "us" and "them," because it is also, in a very deep sense, us versus our-
 selves, as Lenin and Mao have so often reminded us. It is the self-activity of
 becoming other than we are, the activity of surpassing the given (which is our-
 selves), and of beginning to be new people, creating new kinds of social rela-
 tions. For those of us who have always taken the capitalist ethic for granted, this
 is likely to be particularly difficult. Capitalism, like religion, is at once external
 and internal, so that, as Marx said of the "layman's struggle": it is not just a
 "struggle against the priest outside himself, but ... [also] against his own internal
 priest, against his own priestly nature."4 Like religious men, we have priestly

 4"Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, Introduction," Karl Marx:
 Early Writings, ed. and trans. T. B. Bottomore (New York, 1963), p. 53.
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 562 BENTLEY LE BARON

 attachments to alien Gods (for example, Profit) before whom we regularly
 prostrate ourselves. Hence, unless major self-change is simultaneously in process,
 it will avail us little or nothing to "expropriate the expropriators," and replace
 private with public ownership. If our mentality, habits, and social relations (our
 conditions of work and leisure, the things we produce and consume, including
 ideas and values), if all of these continuously recreate old patterns of egoism
 and advantage and division, not to mention triviality, then the removal of parti-
 cular bosses, or a proclamation of socialism, will avail little. In such a case, new
 bosses step into the shoes of the old, and the same ponderous machine continues
 to gobble up its victims under a different label. Revolution is then no praxis; it
 is empty, fake. Disjunction of goals from methods ensures that methods belong
 to and perpetuate the old, the limited, while goals degenerate into mirages,
 always just beyond our grasp. In Gajo Petrovic's pithy summation, "the atomic
 bomb will not start producing edible mushrooms the moment we affix a socialist
 label to it."5

 In dwelling so long on the ideas of revolution and of praxis, I have not been
 avoiding discussion of "human emancipation," for these three are one. It is im-
 portant to see that Marx's "revolution," which is also his "human emancipation,"
 must be a praxis. That is, it is not a destination - the station at the end of the
 line, the "good society" - where we hope to arrive someday. Nor is it a loco-
 motive, an external mechanism, the vehicle which would carry us to freedom-
 land if only we could get the engine started. It is neither destination nor vehicle,
 but the journey itself, the continuous effort of enlarging freedom and community.

 These generalities, admittedly, are somewhat abstract. To give them content,
 let us look at a few passages from Marx. Let us begin in 1843, with his com-
 ments "On the Jewish Question," where he contrasts "human emancipation"
 with a more limited "political emancipation."6 The latter he refers to as "the
 splitting of man into public and private ... the disintegration of man into Jew and
 citizen, Protestant and citizen ..." or, we might add, into owner and citizen,
 worker and citizen, French (or English) Canadian and citizen, black and citizen,
 woman and citizen, and so on through a long list of particularities which come
 to have precedence over our universal interests, our humanity in common, which
 Marx sometimes calls our "species being." When each particularistic group
 struggles for its own interests, each private individual for his own emancipation,
 the community shrivels. Or, more to the point, our capacities for "citizenship,"
 by which Marx means our capacities for social creation and enjoyment, remain
 shrivelled and stunted. From the perspective of (merely) "political" emancipa-
 tion, not just one but every man is to be taken as "sovereign and supreme."
 "But this means in his uncivilized and unsocial aspect, in his fortuitous existence
 and just as he is, corrupted by the entire organization of our society, lost and
 alienated from himself, oppressed by inhuman relations and elements - in a word,
 man who is not yet an actual species being."' For Marx, man is "uncivilized,"
 and also unfree, just in so far as he is "unsocial." He is "lost and alienated from

 5Marx in the Mid-Twentieth Century (Anchor ed., Garden City, NY, 1967), p. 134.
 6"On the Jewish Question," Writings of the Young Marx on Philosophy and Society, ed.
 and trans. L. D. Easton and K. H. Guddat (Anchor ed., Garden City, 1967), pp. 226, 227.
 71bid., p. 231.
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 Marx on Human Emancipation 563

 himself" just in so far as he stands in an antagonistic relation to his fellows, for
 there can be no "human" self apart from them. Atomistic relations of advantage
 and privilege are "inhuman relations."
 I think it is evident that the above is precisely a description of our own

 society in its dominant aspect, the society which we so pridefully describe as
 pluralistic and individualistic, but which Marx less flatteringly describes as
 egoistic. Political emancipation we have, or, at least, where we do not have it
 yet, we know how to fight for it. Jews have fought and, to some extent, won.
 Blacks and French Canadians are well launched into their struggles. Women,
 North American Indians, homosexuals, and other repressed groups begin to stir.
 And, says Marx, let us not underestimate the importance of these particularistic
 struggles. "Political emancipation is indeed a great step forward."8 Nevertheless,
 it is not yet "human emancipation"; it is as far from human emancipation as
 "separation and withdrawal of man from man" are from what Marx calls the
 "human world."' If any of us are to be free, as Marx understands freedom, it
 will be only in so far as the emancipation of blacks, of women, or of native
 Canadians comes to be understood as the emancipation of all of us; otherwise
 we remain in the bondage of private, divisive attainments, and satisfactions. The
 best spokesmen of the Panthers, and of Women's Liberation, have clearly
 recognized this.
 Marx's argument reaches still further: it holds that our emancipation, here in

 wealthy Canada, ultimately requires the emancipation (which is to say well-
 being) of many hungry millions elsewhere. Obviously this is a staggering expec-
 tation, but this, and nothing less, is entailed in what Marx means by human
 emancipation, or revolution. Just as obviously, it is not soon to be accomplished.
 But it is at least a step forward to become clear about what revolution means,
 and what is at stake.

 Marx takes it as evident that emancipation from "necessity" - that is, crude
 physical need - is the primary emancipation upon which political and human
 emancipation must rest. There is no sense pretending that we can achieve "com-
 munity" and "species being" with a man who is hungry, cold, or mutilated by
 napalm, for he is necessarily ruled by private need (which Marx calls "practical"
 need). Such a person cannot yet attain to "human" needs, such as beauty, ex-
 cellence, creativity, conversation, and love. Obviously the most fundamental level
 of revolution is the overcoming of crude exigency. Nevertheless, while we struggle
 for the obvious, we must not lose sight of that which is less obvious, namely, that
 physical well-being alone is but a fragment of the revolution of which Marx
 spoke, which is a revolution of man as a total being. That means fundamental
 changes in consciousness and culture, in social relations and in productive labour.
 It is not merely a matter of political institutions, or of redistributing wealth.
 Hence my opening statement, that revolutionaries face the crucial problem of
 learning to struggle for several levels of emancipation at once, and of preventing
 this struggle from degenerating. Let me put this concretely: the struggle at its
 most basic level must be divisive, harsh, because it is against those human beings,
 ideologies, and institutions which defend privilege, with its dark underbelly of
 oppression and misery; yet the struggle at the same time must be towards "hu-
 s8bid., p. 227. 9lbid., pp. 231 and 247.
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 564 BENTLEY LE BARON

 man" community, "human" need, "human" emancipation, which means among
 other things that it must be for all of us, oppressed and oppressors alike.
 A revolutionary must not seek to evade this paradox: that he struggles for a
 "human" world, with all the richness which Marx gives to that concept, yet he
 must do so, in the first instance, in an "inhuman" way. He wants to humanize
 the natural and social world, that is, to recreate them - and himself - "in a form

 adequate to the human being."10 He wants to move from crude "sense" to
 "sensitivity," and ultimately to "sensibility." He wants to become the creator, the
 man who is consciously, socially, "self-transcending."11 How can he do any of
 this when the first order of business seems to be destruction, violation, deepened
 divisions - force against force and violence against violence? What if the struggle
 effectively negates the very community and communication which is essential to
 species being?

 I do not want to try to answer these questions on behalf of those who have
 fought and still must fight in a context of appalling deprivation, whether of
 material necessities or of political liberties. Specifically (for example) I do not
 presume to instruct Vietnamese peasants, South Africans, American blacks,
 Canadian Indians and Eskimos, or those among us who are desperately poor. I
 direct my remarks specifically to those of us whose lot is privilege and security,
 even affluence, and who therefore can afford the luxury of imagining what
 revolution might mean in its fullest dimensions. I am recalling that Marx was
 primarily interested in precisely those countries where capitalism had already
 created great material and cultural wealth, sufficient for "universal" emancipa-
 tion. In this context, the question arises: what did Marx mean by revolution,
 beyond mere negation? I want to re-identify those ends which must be contained
 within the revolutionary struggle, if it is to fulfil its potential.

 In a famous passage from the 1844 manuscripts, Marx speaks of the "crude
 and unreflective communism" which is not human emancipation, which is merely
 the old bondage under a new banner, because the old relation of "private
 property" (of having and possessing material objects) still rules, and because
 egoism still rules.12 It is the communism of "envy" and "levelling," of "the
 desire to reduce everything to a common level." This is the legacy of an un-
 humanized struggle, a revolution scarcely deserving of the name, since it fails to
 transcend the given. It is mere negation with no surpassing. "How little this
 abolition of private property represents a genuine appropriation is shown by the
 abstract negation of the whole world of culture and civilization, and the regression
 to the unnatural simplicity of the poor and wantless individual who has not only
 not surpassed private property but has not yet even attained to it."13

 There is, of course, a different praxis which is the revolution and the emanci-
 pation which we need. It is characterized by wholeness, or integrity. First, the
 wholeness of the individual "for himself." Just as "private property" is funda-
 mentally the shrinkage of whole, sensuous, creative man into "the sense of
 having" so the otherness of private property is our emancipation from having
 10"Critique of Hegel's Dialectic and General Philosophy," Bottomore, Early Writings, p.
 208.

 111bid.
 12"Private Property and Communism," ibid., p. 152 ff.
 13lbid., p. 153.
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 Marx on Human Emancipation 565

 into being and doing. We must come to find our humanity not in what we can
 grab and hold, but in what we can perform, create, and become.

 Private property has made us so stupid and partial that an object is only ours when
 we have it, when it exists for us as capital or when it is directly eaten, drunk, worn,
 inhabited, etc., in short, utilized in some way ... The supersession of private property
 is ... the complete emancipation of all the human qualities and senses ... The human
 eye appreciates things in a different way from the crude, non-human eye, the human
 ear differently from the crude ear ... Man's musical sense is awakened only by music.
 The most beautiful music has no meaning for a non-musical ear, is not an object for
 it, because my object can only be the confirmation of one of my own faculties.14

 It is sometimes argued - apparently by those who have not bothered to read
 him - that Marx cared little or nothing for the uniqueness and value of individual
 development. Here we see that the opposite is true, for Marx is passionately com-
 mitted to that rich sensuous way of being in which a person "appropriates his
 manifold being in an all-inclusive way, and thus as a whole man."'5
 Second, the praxis which we must practise is characterized by the wholeness

 of an individual with other individuals, with his history, his culture, his com-
 munity. "Though man is a unique individual - and it is just his particularity which
 makes him an individual, a really individual communal being - he is equally the
 whole ... the subjective existence of society as thought and experienced. He exists
 in reality as the representation and the real mind of social existence, and as the
 sum of human manifestations of life."'l It is sometimes ignorantly argued that
 Marx has no care for anything but "material" values. The truth is that in his
 view material and cultural values are inseparable, cannot be taken apart. "Posi-
 tive" abolition of private property, according to Marx, "assimilates all the wealth
 of previous development."17 It is essential to see that this wealth is the humaniza-
 tion of the senses already discussed, and the capacity to share in the rich in-
 heritance of experience of other men, in other times and places. "Just as society
 at its beginnings finds, through the development of private property with its
 wealth and poverty (both intellectual and material), the materials necessary for
 this cultural development, so the fully constituted society produces man in all
 the plenitude of his being, the wealthy man endowed with all the senses as an
 enduring reality."18 The above, from the 1844 manuscripts; and two years later,
 in The German Ideology, another formulation of the same dialectic between
 individual, culture, and community. "Only in community with others has each
 individual the means of cultivating his gifts in all directions; only in the com-
 munity, therefore, is personal freedom possible.""1 Too often we have formulated
 our perceptions of individual versus community in a way which militates against
 their unity. Marx is reminding us, as did Aristotle so long before, how false and
 pernicious must be the disjunction of individual and community. The fact is that
 if there could be an "ideal" isolated individual he would not be a "human" being
 at all, let alone a free or wealthy being. "The real intellectual wealth of the
 individual depends entirely on the wealth of his real connections ... [He must] be
 liberated from the various national and local barriers, be brought into practical

 14Ibid., pp. 159-61. 15Ibid., p. 159. "a'lbid., p. 158. 171bid., p. 155. Islbid., p. 162.
 19Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The German Ideology, ed. R. Pascal (New York, 1968),
 p. 74.
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 566 BENTLEY LE BARON

 connection with the material and intellectual production of the ... whole earth
 (the creations of man)."20

 Earlier I spoke of our need for self-change, but we need to see that self-change
 is also, necessarily, social change, since we are not self-contained monads,
 Jeremy Bentham notwithstanding. Self-change abstracted from world-change is
 no praxis, no revolution; it is another egoism. Ultimately it is an illusion. We
 are suckled on egoism, but egoistic behaviour is inherently self-contradictory and
 self-defeating, for its aim is freedom and plenitude, which its practice effectively
 negates. More to the immediate point, it is a mistake to imagine that revolu-
 tionary self-change can be undertaken apart from social change, because it will
 be curtailed and crushed, or at least rendered trivial and impotent, in isolation.
 Certain kinds of self-change can be tolerated within a capitalistic structure, but
 this structure is far from permitting what Marx called human emancipation,
 precisely because human emancipation is a move beyond private property and
 the profit motive. Jewish emancipation our "given" can tolerate - and perhaps
 black emancipation, women's emancipation, and many other particularisms (wit-
 ness our indulgence towards hippie-dom). But can our "given" surpass the cash
 nexus, the commodity fetish, which thus far it has held sacred? And can my self-
 change or yours amount to human emancipation so long as "huckstering" is the
 hinge on which our social system swings?
 De-alienations of society and of individuals are interdependent, such that neither
 can be completed without the other, nor can one be reduced to the other. This
 brings us back to the question of the kinds of class struggle which are commonly
 taken as the essence of Marx's revolutionary theory, the rough and bloody forms
 of struggle which Marx thought would be necessary,21 which Lenin and Mao
 found necessary, and which I greatly fear because they are grossly inadequate to
 accomplish "communism" or emancipation, in the sense discussed here. The
 problem is that far from "assimilating all the wealth of previous development,"
 crude struggle may do much to destroy it. Instead of creating "human' com-
 munity, the barricades create at best a partial and particularistic community.
 Too often, instead of "real connections" the struggle has issued in the tragic
 silence of dogmatism and death.
 Again, I am far from denying that class struggle in the crude sense - that is,
 finding ways to physically expropriate the expropriators, who cling to privilege
 as if it were their own - I am far from denying that this kind of struggle, harsh

 2Olbid., p. 27.
 21At various times Marx acknowledged the possibility that in exceptional cases there might
 be a peaceful transition to socialism, perhaps via party politics and parliaments, as in
 England, Holland, or the United States of America, perhaps via traditional socialistic
 institutions, such as the "mir" in Russia. As Lenin put it, in one of his un-dogmatic moods:
 "Marx did not commit himself, or the future leaders of the socialist revolution, to
 matters of form, to ways and means of bringing about the revolution ...
 "Marx taught that (as an exception, and Britain was then an exception) the idea was
 conceivable of paying the capitalists well, of buying them off, if the circumstances were
 such as to compel the capitalists to submit peacefully and to come over to socialism in a
 cultured and organized fashion, provided they were bought off." V. I. Lenin, "The Tax in
 Kind," Lenin on Politics and Revolution: Selected Writings, ed. James E. Connor (New
 York, 1968), pp. 330-1.
 Nevertheless, Marx and Lenin both argued that as a general rule violent struggle would
 be required to overthrow the entrenched violence of the bourgeois order.
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 Marx on Human Emancipation 567

 and violent as it is, may sometimes be appropriate and justifiable, as well as
 inevitable. But, clearly it falls far short of the total revolution of which Marx
 spoke. Necessary it may be in some contexts, but it is far from sufficient. And
 there is always danger that it will prove counter-productive, that it will create
 new barriers to human emancipation.22
 Much depends on the specific historical circumstances in which struggle is

 undertaken. Forms of struggle which are liberating in one time and place may be
 less than helpful in another. The question arises, what form - if any - revolu-
 tionary struggle should take in Canada, in 1971. It is a question which I cannot
 answer, for, unfortunately, I have no happy solution to the puzzle I have posed:
 how to make revolution without corrupting it; how to fight for freedom without
 destroying it. I could exhort my fellow academics to work within academia to-
 wards a new consciousness, transcending habits of egoism, competition, and pos-
 sessing, but I am all too conscious of Marx's biting attacks on such "idealistic"
 and "utopian" methods. And, indeed, it would be naive to imagine that the
 effects of exhortation in the face of "Commodity" and "Profit" are likely to be
 anything but miniscule. Alternately, I could advise working towards non-revo-
 lutionary ("reformist") socialism, but I am all too conscious of its limitations.
 If it is true that human emancipation has not yet been ushered in by violence,
 it is equally true that it has nowhere been achieved through trade unions and
 parliaments.
 In the works of Lenin, Mao, and others, much attention has been paid to the

 techniques of organizing vanguard parties, seizing and holding power, waging
 civil war, eliminating the opposition, establishing the "correct line." To what
 extent should revolutionary praxis in Canada, in the 1970s, move in these fami-
 liar patterns? I think marginally, if at all, for I am not convinced that these
 methods, in this context, will succeed in furthering social justice, let alone free-
 dom and community.23 I am not convinced that by these means we would even
 "preserve the wealth of previous development," let alone enhance or universalize
 it. For one thing, I do not see how, by these methods, we will create the man to
 whom Marcuse assigns the task of social construction: "... man with a different
 sensitivity as well as consciousness: men who would speak a different language,
 have different gestures, follow different impulses; men who have developed an
 instinctual barrier against cruelty, brutality, ugliness."24
 For another thing, I do not see that the oppressing class, in Canada, is going

 to be eliminated by 1917 methods. Class demarcation here is not sufficiently
 straightforward; oppression is too diffuse.'" I have said that it is not just a ques-

 22Marcuse argues that "no matter how rational, how necessary, how liberating -revolution
 involves violence." But he also notices that "there are forms of violence and suppression
 which no revolutionary situation can justify because they negate the very end for which
 the revolution is a means." "Ethics and Revolution," pp. 147, 141.
 23"A revolutionary movement must be able to give rational grounds for its chances to grasp
 real possibilities of human freedom and happiness, and it must be able to demonstrate the
 adequacy of its means for obtaining this end." Ibid., p. 135.
 24An Essay on Liberation (Boston, 1969), p. 21.
 25According to Marcuse we are at a stage "where the people cannot reject the system of
 domination without rejecting themselves, their own repressive instinctual needs and values."
 At this stage, "liberation would mean subversion against the will and against the prevailing
 interests of the great majority of the people." Ibid., p. 17, my emphasis.
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 tion of identifying a few corrupt or brutal government officials, and a few factory
 owners with greedy pockets, who are sitting on the rest of us. If my earlier argu-
 ment is correct, most of us, certainly a large majority, are involved in the op-
 pression, if only in the alienating affluence and the mentality which support it.26
 Our struggle, therefore, cannot be simplified into us against the enemy because
 the enemy is also us. Our lives are permeated with privilege. Our habits are
 those of private profit and possession. And, unfortunately, our profits, privileges,
 and superfluity of possessions are the reverse side of the poverty and oppression
 of others: for example, the oppression of the Canadian Indian whose land we
 have appropriated and whose culture we have destroyed. Unless we are ready to
 recognize the extent to which we are part of the enemy there is little point in
 assaults on Bay Street, Parliament Hill, or even the Pentagon.
 My intention here is not to universalize guilt, or to argue that all of us are
 responsible (or equally responsible) for demonstrable social evils. On the con-
 trary, where vast material resources today are commanded and defended by over-
 whelming concentrations of power and violence, there we would have to examine
 guilt and responsibility. But my present purpose is not to raise questions of guilt,
 or to assign responsibility. My purpose is simply to examine a problem, which
 is that in Canada most of us participate in, benefit from, and actively or tacitly
 support the capitalist system, even while we are being manipulated and debased
 by it. Therefore, in Canada today "the enemy" cannot be got rid of by getting
 rid of a few particular oppressors. Therefore classical models of communist revo-
 lution give us little guidance, for they presuppose a context where class lines are
 relatively clear, and where there is a readily identifiable enemy in the form of a
 small exploitative 61ite, for whom legitimacy has obviously ebbed away, from
 whom power can be captured, with large-scale public support.
 In rejecting these revolutionary models as unhelpful, I must take note of at
 least three difficulties. First, there is a danger of misconstruing Marx. Here let
 me say that in rejecting a Leninist model of revolution I do not claim to be
 speaking in Marx's name; I do not know what assessment he would make of our
 situation.

 Second, there is the danger that we might de-fuse and trivialize the concept of
 revolution, turning it into another exhortation or incantation, without any dimen-
 sion of real social struggle. Here let me acknowledge that revolutionary change
 is unlikely to be easy or painless. Though I have not discussed them here, I
 take it for granted that political and economic institutions too must be changed,
 together with the changes in consciousness and life style which I have mentioned,
 and I know that resistance to such changes is formidable. This any Marxist would
 take as self-evident. A Marxist typically argues that at some point revolutionary
 violence will prove necessary, and will be justified, against the established
 violence of the old order; and this too I have conceded, with respect to some
 times and places. The problem is that I cannot see any clear prospect for eman-
 cipation by violence in our own historical context.
 Third, and most important, one who rejects well-known revolutionary models
 will be asked to produce a viable alternative. And here I can offer little, for I
 do not have in my head a new, up-to-date, well-articulated "What is to be
 26Marcuse remarks on "cruel affluence" and on "the affluent monster." Ibid., pp. 6 and 7.
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 Done?" - nor do I know of anyone who has. In fact, I suspect that our revolu-
 tion (if there is to be one) will not have a Lenin, for its complexity requires the
 imagination and creativity of many, not one.
 I have no brave new ideas which would lead out of this impasse: that in

 crucial areas our immense potential for freedom and creativity is blocked by
 social relations which are obviously stupifying to, all of us and desperately re-
 pressive to some of us; yet there is no obvious revolutionary praxis which would
 move towards new liberating social relations. Still, a couple of modestly hopeful
 things might be said. We should remember that a large part of what Lenin and
 Mao had to accomplish is already accomplished for us, namely material abund-
 ance. They had to learn how to create it; we only have to humanize it: to learn
 how to use it towards freedom. Lenin and Mao had to deal very long and pain-
 fully with "practical need," whereas we, if we will, can quickly get beyond that
 to "human need", and to a serious struggle against the hosts of "false needs"
 which we have accumulated. These considerations should give us some guidance
 towards out collective "What is to be Done?

 Further, we should not imagine that nothing significant can be done within
 a capitalist framework. Some change, both of consciousness and of social rela-
 tions, is possible within what Marcuse has called the "interstices" of the capitalist
 order. In his words, "it is necessary to feel out every possibility of a crack in the
 enormously concentrated power structure of existing society."27 "In established
 societies there are still gaps and interstices in which heretical methods can be
 practiced without meaningless sacrifice, and still help the cause ... One of the
 most important tasks is to make use of them to the full."28 He gives, as examples,
 radical psychoanalysis and radical law practice. To these examples we might
 want to add radical teaching and writing.

 I know this is not much; it will hardly be a comfort to those who are burning
 with indignation, or to those whose sufferings are immediate and cruel. Never-
 theless, it may be worth more than revolutionary efforts of meagre conception
 and crude execution.

 In summary, a two-part reminder, to revolutionaries on one hand, and to my
 fellow academics on the other.

 To revolutionaries, in Canada, in 1971, the still pertinent question which
 Marx posed in 1843: "It is by no means sufficient to ask: Who should eman-
 cipate and who should be emancipated? Criticism had to be concerned with a
 third question. It must ask: What kind of emancipation ...?"29 I should think
 that a revolutionary endeavour today must take more seriously than ever the
 challenge posed by what Marx called "human emancipation," and must be judged
 by its success in actualizing that promise.

 To my fellow teachers and students who, in numerous learned treatises on
 revolution, have failed to appreciate the full range and content of the praxis
 which Marx articulated, and have too often concentrated their attention exclu-
 sively on seizures of power and "internal war," I suggest that an important con-
 cept has been truncated and an important subject matter neglected.

 27"The End of Utopia," Five Lectures (Boston, 1970), p. 74.
 28Ibid., pp. 76, 77.
 29"On the Jewish Question," p. 220.
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 Both revolutionaries and students of revolutions must concern themselves

 more carefully with Marx's question "What kind of emancipation?" and must
 remind themselves that emancipation which deserves to be called "human" must
 begin to be actualized within the revolutionary process, in the praxis of the
 revolutionaries. Men must somehow begin to be free and "communal" even in
 the process of getting rid of institutions, habits, dogmas, and privileges which
 will not permit community and freedom. "The struggle for a free society is not
 a struggle for a free society unless through it an ever greater ... personal freedom
 is created."30 Those are the words of Petrovic, from Yugoslavia, 1964. Here are
 the words of Marx, from Brussels, 1846:

 Both for the production on a mass scale of this communist consciousness, and for
 the success of the cause itself, the alteration of men on a mass scale is necessary, an
 alteration which can only take place in a practical movement, a revolution; this
 revolution is necessary, therefore, not only because the ruling class cannot be over-
 thrown in any other way, but also because the class overthrowing it can only in a
 revolution succeed in ridding itself of all the muck of ages and become fitted to found
 society anew.31

 A problem with both crude class struggle and crude theory of revolution, in
 the past, is that they have separated goal from method instead of incorporating
 goal into method and beginning to actualize it there. But revolution must begin
 to be emancipation in the full, rich, "human" sense discussed above. It must not
 push the goal off into a "good society" of the future. Communism is no such
 "'good society," nor is it just passive deliverance from that which was oppressive.
 It is social-individual activity, an "alteration of men," a getting rid of accumulated
 mucky prejudices, habits, institutions, and social relations, and the creation of
 new ones. Turning that around, we might say that to the extent that we achieve
 a revolutionary praxis, mediating goal with method and vice versa, we already
 begin to actualize our freedom. Whatever form our class struggle takes, there-
 fore, it will be a snare and a delusion, a kind of monster, unless it begins now
 to make of us a new kind of "human" being.

 soPetrovic, Marx in the Mid-Twentieth Century, p. 130.
 alMarx and Engels, The German Ideology, p. 69.
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